
How to reach Sorint.Lab  
Address: 
Sorint.Lab Srl 
Via P. Togliatti 1563 
00155 ROMA 
+39 (0)640801287  
 
BY CAR FROM ROME 
 
Driving through Via Tiburtina 
Drive along via Tiburtina till  the subway stop:  “SM del Soccorso”; 200mt after the traffic light at 
the end of the overpass ramp, turn right through “Via Salvatore Valitutti” than, after 100mt 
straight, turn right into “Via Palmiro Togliatti”; drive straight ahead till the next traffic light and 
after 70mt arrive at N.1563 where Sorint.Lab is located.   
 
Driving through Tangenziale Est 
From “Tangenziale Est” take the exit-  “Autostrada A24 L’Aquila”; drive till the second exit-  
“Palmiro Togliatti”, keep the right side of the ramp; drive straight ahead till the next 5 traffic light 
than turn left (Equitalia), after 20mt turn right on “via Gennaro Cassiani”, again after 20mt turn 
right and park in the parking square. Sorint.Lab is at the end of the square, on the left building at 
N.1563.   
 
Driving through GRA (Grande Raccordo Anulare=Big Ring) 
Take exit 14 (A24 L’Aquila Teramo) and follow the direction ROMA CENTRO, drive on the right 
side of the road and take exit-  “Palmiro Togliatti” keep the right side of the ramp; drive straight 
ahead till the next 5 traffic light than turn left (Equitalia), after 20mt turn right on “via Gennaro 
Cassiani”, again after 20mt turn right and park in the parking square. Sorint.Lab is at the end of the 
square, on the left building at N.1563.   
  
FROM THE HIGHWAYS MILANO – NAPOLI – AQUILA 
Take the A24 Roma-L’Aquila and follow the direction ROMA-GRA, after the toll booth drive on the 
right side of the road and take exit  “Palmiro Togliatti” keep the right side of the ramp; drive 
straight ahead till the next 5 traffic light than turn left (Equitalia), after 20mt turn right on “via 
Gennaro Cassiani”, again after 20mt turn right and park in the parking square. Sorint.Lab is at the 
end of the square, on the left building at N.1563.   
  
PUBLIC TRASPORTATION 
 
By Subway 
Take metro B-  Rebibbia direction; get off at  “Ponte Mammolo” stop’s and take the bus N.451 (in 
front of the Metro exit); get off after 3 stops at “Togliatti/Tamburrano”: Sorint.Lab is  on the left 
building at N.1563.   
 
From Train Station 
From train station Tiburtina and/or Termini take metro B---> Rebibbia direction; get off at  “Ponte 
Mammolo” stop’s and take the bus N.451 (in front of the Metro exit); get off after 3 stops at 
“Togliatti/Tamburrano”: Sorint.Lab is  on the left building at N.1563.    
 
From Ciampino Airport 



Take the bus “Terravision” that arrives at Termini train station and follow the instructions “From 
Train Station”.  
 
From  Fiumicino Airport 
Take the train  “Leonardo Express”  that arrives at Termini train station (20/25 min.) and follow 
the instructions “From Train Station”. 
 
Take the train  to “Fara Sabina” that arrives at Tiburtina train station (40/50 min.) and follow the 
instructions “From Train Station”. 
 
 
 
 
 

 


